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Abstract In this work we analyze the multi-elliptic

rogue wave clusters as new solutions of the nonlinear

Schrödinger equation (NLSE). Such structures are ob-

tained on uniform backgrounds by using the Darboux

transformation scheme of order n with the first m evo-

lution shifts that are equal, nonzero, and eigenvalue-

dependent, while the imaginary parts of all eigenvalues

tend to one. We show that an Akhmediev breather of

n � 2m order appears at the origin of the (x, t) plane

and can be considered as the central rogue wave of the

cluster. We show that the high-intensity narrow peak,
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with characteristic intensity distribution in its vicinity,

is enclosed by m ellipses consisting of the first-order

Akhmediev breathers. The number of maxima on each

ellipse is determined by its index and the solution or-

der. Since rogue waves in nature usually appear on a

periodic background, we utilize the modified Darboux

transformation scheme to build these solutions on a Ja-

cobi elliptic dnoidal background. We analyze the minor

semi-axis of all ellipses in a cluster as a function of an

absolute evolution shift. We show that the cluster ra-

dial symmetry in the (x, t) plane is violated when the

shift values are increased above a threshold. We apply

the same analysis on Hirota equation, to examine the

influence of a free real parameter and Hirota operator

on the cluster appearance. The same analysis can be

extended to the infinite hierarchy of extended NLSEs.

Keywords Nonlinear Schrödinger equation · Rogue

waves · Circular and triangluar rogue wave clusters ·

Darboux transformation

1 Introduction

The cubic nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) [1–

3] has been widely studied due to its huge importance

in analyzing physical systems in various fields, such as

nonlinear optics [4–8], Bose�Einstein condensates [9,

10], oceanography [11,12], plasmas [13], etc. The sim-

ple cubic one-dimensional NLSE that will be mostly

considered in this work has the form:

iψx +
1

2
tt + |ψ|

2
ψ = 0. (1.1)

The transverse spatial variable is denoted by t, the

retarded time in the moving frame by x, while the

https://www.editorialmanager.com/nody/download.aspx?id=1134458&guid=c00fd146-3759-484c-bc71-ff1d8428f9d8&scheme=1
https://www.editorialmanager.com/nody/download.aspx?id=1134458&guid=c00fd146-3759-484c-bc71-ff1d8428f9d8&scheme=1
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slowly-varying envelope corresponds to the wave func-

tion ψ ⌘ ψ(x, t). This form of NLSE is appropriate for
the propagation of light pulses in fibers.

In recent times, the extended family of nonlinear

Schrödinger equation (ENLSE) that may include infi-

nite number of higher-order dispersion terms with ad-

ditional nonlinearities has been proposed and investi-

gated in [14,15]. The extension of NLSE to the hierar-

chy of higher-order equations originated from the need

to explain the propagation of ultrashort pulses through

optical fibers [16,17]. So far, the attention was mostly

focused on Hirota [18,19] (with third-order dispersion)

and quintic equation (comprising the dispersions up to

the fifth-order) [20–23].

Both the NLSE and its extended variants exhibit
similar classes of solutions, among which the most im-

portant seem to be Akhmediev breathers (AB) [24,25]
and different solitons [26]. An AB consists of a series

of intensity maxima on a finite background that are lo-

calized in time and periodic in space. The term soliton

in general describes a solitary wave packet that prop-

agates along some direction in the (x, t) plane on a
zero background without distortion in its shape. The

technique that is often used to derive exact analytical
solutions is the Darboux transformation (DT) [27]. It
utilizes the Lax pair formalism and recursive relations

to calculate higher-order solutions of the NLSE start-

ing from the trivial zeroth-order seed function which

satisfies Eq. (1.1).

The importance of DT for this work is its ability to
provide higher-order Akhmediev breathers on uniform

[28] and periodic backgrounds [29,30]. The breather

emerges as a high intensity narrow peak with a com-

plex intensity distribution at its base. Such structures

can be considered as rogue waves (RWs), which ”ap-

pear from nowhere and disappear without a trace”.

The RW is localized both in space and time and is de-

fined by one dominant peak. The simplest example of

a RW is the Peregrine soliton [31]. The notion of rogue

waves is now widely spread around, in studies of deep

ocean waves [12,32], nonlinear optics [33,34], superflu-

idity [35], Bose-Einstein condensates [36], and others.

The current hot topic in the nonlinear science is to

investigate the cause and nature of rogue waves [37].

This research is attracting more attention as well be-

cause a new scheme for RWs excitation, via the electro-

magnetically induced transparency (EIT) [38–40], was

described recently [41].

In this work we investigate the special multi-elliptic

rogue wave clusters of the NLSE. These solutions are

also periodic along t-axis and throughout the paper we
consider the intensity distribution within a single trans-

verse period. It consists of a rogue wave peak (ABs of

the second-order or higher), surrounded by the first-

order ABs positioned on a number of concentric el-
lipses centered on the peak (see Fig. 1). We obtain
these structures on uniform and Jacobi elliptic dnoidal
backgrounds, by using the DT of order n, having the

first m evolution shifts equal, nonzero, and eigenvalue-
dependent. We show that the order of the central rogue
wave and the number of ellipses are determined by the

two mode numbers, n and m.

Various multi-rogue wave solutions have been previ-

ously analyzed as triplets [42], triangular cascades [43–

45], and circular clusters [28,46,47]. The classification

of various hierarchy of multi-RW structures into fam-

ilies was presented in [48,49]. Our results are similar

to those in [50]. Here however, we adopt a different

scheme for generating such clusters by using evolution
shifts in the Darboux scheme. We further analyze the

semi-axes of ellipses as functions of these shifts and es-

timate when the radial symmetry will break up. We

further show how to generate elliptic RW clusters on

a dn background, which was not considered before. In

addition, we generalize our results, by producing such
solutions for the Hirota equation as well, and point to
ways how to generalize this analysis to the infinite hi-

erarchy of NLSEs.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we

briefly discuss the main properties of higher-order Akh-

mediev breathers. In Sec. 3, we present various NLSE

solutions in the form of multi-elliptic rogue wave clus-

ters on a uniform background. In Sec. 4, we analyze

the lengths of semi-axes of elliptical rings, by going
up to four ellipses in the cluster. In Sec. 5, we exhibit
the NLSE cluster solutions on a Jacobi elliptic dnoidal

background. In Sec. 6, we generalize our findings to Hi-

rota equation that includes the third-order dispersion

and additional nonlinearities. In Sec. 7, we summarize

our results.

2 Higher-order Akhmediev breathers

Here we briefly describe Akhmediev breathers of the
NLSE and how to use DT scheme to generate higher-
order RW solutions. The first-order AB is a single-perio-

dic function along the t-axis [24,25]:

ψ(t, x) =



1+
2(1�2a) coshλx+iλ sinhλxp

2a cosωt� coshλx

�

eix. (2.1)

The period L and the angular frequency ω of AB of

any order are determined by a single parameter a, with

0 < a < 0.5 [51]:

L =
πp

1� 2a
, (2.2)
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ω = 2
p
1� 2a. (2.3)

AB turns into the Peregrine RW for a = 0.5 and be-

comes the Kuznetsov-Ma soliton when a > 0.5. An ar-

bitrary AB can be derived using the DT, starting from

the seed solution ψ0 = eix. The n-th order AB (its wave

function ψn(x, t)) turns out to be a nonlinear superpo-
sition of n first-order ABs, each characterized by the

complex eigenvalue λj = rj + iνj and the evolution xj ,

and spatial shifts tj (j = 1, ..., n). The existence of such

abundance of relevant parameters offers an incredible

variety of possible RW solutions. The Lax pair proce-

dure and recursive relations in DT scheme that are used

to calculate ψn(x, t) from ψ0 are described in details in

[28]. It is important to note that the imaginary part ν

of AB is simply related to the parameter a: ν =
p
2a.

By taking into account relation (2.3) one can see that

the imaginary part of AB’s eigenvalue is completely de-

termined by its angular frequency: ν =
p

1� ω2/4.

3 Multi-elliptic rogue wave clusters on uniform

background

To generate multi-elliptic RW clusters, we require that

the frequencies of constituent single-order breathers are

all different, but close to zero. This goal can be achieved

by defining them as harmonics of ω1 = ω ! 0 so that
ωj = jω, where j � 2 [28]. In this work, we take the

simplest possibility that all real parts rj = 0. The nABs

are thus formed using their imaginary parts calculated

from the corresponding frequencies:

νj =

r

1� j2ω2

4
(1  j  n). (3.1)

It is easy to see that all νj tend to 1. Having set the

eigenfrequencies, it remains to choose the evolution and

spatial shifts. Different choices lead to very different so-
lutions. We introduce a slight modification with respect

to [28]: The first m evolution shifts xj are set to be
equal, nonzero, and eigenvalue-dependent. We assume

them to be given via an expansion

xj =

1
X

l=1

Xjlω
2(l�1) = Xj1+Xj2ω

2+Xj3ω
3+Xj4ω

6+· · ·

(3.2)

for j  m, and xj = 0 for j > m. In addition, we simply

set all tj shifts to be zero. We also assume that allXjl =

0 except one particular value that is explicitly stated in

the text. Although seemingly an oversimplification, this

choice of parameters nonetheless leads to an interesting

family of new RW clusters. And, as mentioned, all this

is provided for by an incredible richness in the choice

of four sets of parameters.

It turns out that such an n-th order Darboux solu-

tion with m nonzero shifts xj is characterized by a sin-
gle Akhmediev breather of order n� 2m placed at the

origin (0, 0) (a central rogue wave, labeled as RWn�2m)

and m ellipses (rings) around the RW. The outer el-

lipse contains 2n � 1 ABs of order 1 (AB1), and each

following ring towards the center has four AB1s less, as

analyzed in [48,50]. We term this Darboux solution as

the multi-RW cluster.

In Fig. 1 we present the multi-rogue wave cluster

on uniform background having 2 ellipses. Hence, we set

m = 2 and vary the value of n in order to change the

order of the central RW. The main frequency ω is set
to 10�1. In Fig. 1a we set n = 6 and obtain the second-

order RW at the center. The outer and inner ellipses

consist of c1 = 11 and c2 = 7 AB1, respectively. In Fig.

1b, we set n = 7 to get a third-order RW. The num-

ber of AB1 on two ellipses is c1 = 13 and c2 = 9. One

can further increase n to get higher-order RWs that

are rarely or never seen before. For n = 8, the RW4
is obtained with c1 = 15 and c2 = 11 (Fig. 1c). For

n = 9, the RW5 is formed with c1 = 17 and c2 = 13

(Fig. 1d). It is seen that higher the order of the central

RW, narrower and stronger the RW peak at (0, 0). The
highest intensities in Figs. 1a-d are, respectively: 22.98,

44.45, 77.26, and 105.81. We have also computed solu-
tions with other frequencies, for instance ω = 0.05. The

appearance of this RW cluster was very similar to the

10�1 case (not shown), so we proceeded with the 0.1

value.

In Fig. 2 we show the elliptic rogue wave cluster with

3 ellipses. Thus, we take m = 3 and change the n value.

In Fig. 2a we set n = 8 and obtain the second-order RW

at (0, 0). The outer, middle, and inner ellipse consists

of c1 = 15, c2 = 11, and c3 = 7 AB1s, respectively. In
Fig. 2b, n = 9 and a RW3 was observed with c1 = 17,

c2 = 13, and c3 = 9. The RW4 with c1 = 19, c2 = 15,

and c3 = 11 is computed for n = 10 (Fig. 2c).

We last show the results for m = 4. The analysis is

analogous to the previous two cases. When n = 10, we
get RW2 and 4 rings surrounding the central peak. The

number of AB1 on four ellipses, from outer to the inner,

is c1 = 19, c2 = 15, c3 = 11, and c4 = 7, respectively

(Fig. 3a). Next, we take n = 11 and obtain RW3 with

c1 = 21, c2 = 17, c3 = 13, and c4 = 9 (Fig. 3b).

In general, under conditions for DT computation

presented in this section, our conjecture is that the RW

of n � 2m order is obtained at (0, 0) with m ellipses

around the peak for n � 2m+ 2. If we index the rings
from 1 to m, going from the outer to the inner one, then

the number of AB1 on each ring is ci = 2n� 4i+ 3.
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a)

b)

c)
d)

Fig. 1: Double-elliptic rogue wave clusters (m = 2) on the uniform background. The rogue wave of order n� 2m

is formed at the origin (0, 0) of the (x, t) plane. The shifts are calculated for Xj4 = 106. The orders of Darboux

transformation and the Akhmediev breather representing the high intensity central peak are: (a) n = 6 with the

second-order rogue wave, (b) n = 7 with the third-order rogue wave, (c) n = 8 with the fourth-order rogue wave,
and (d) n = 9 with the fifth-order rogue wave.

4 The semi-axes of ellipses in clusters

In paper [28], dealing with a single circular rogue wave

cluster, authors proposed a formula for the radius of the

ring depending on Darboux shifts along x and t-axes.

Having ellipses at hand, we present how the length of

the vertical semi-axis depends on an absolute evolution

shift for all ellipses, up to four rings (m = 4) in the clus-
ter. In Fig. 4 we show the n = 10 and m = 4 case and

indicate the AB1s on an i-th ellipse with numbers i = 1

to i = 4 (from the inner-most towards the outer-most

ring). It turns out that all rings, for any m, have AB1s

at t = 0 with alternating positions along this vertical

line: the inner-most AB1 is positioned above the central

RW. The next AB1 with index 2 is below the maximum

at (0,0), the AB1 marked 3 is in the upper half of the

(x, t) plane, and so on. We therefore define the length

of the vertical semi-axis Rxi as the distance between

the central RW at the origin and AB1 indexed with

i. Since the higher-order DT solution is expressed by

a very complicated and cumbersome analytical expres-

sion, which is difficult to write and analyze, we applied

the numerical calculation of AB1 positions along the
t = 0 line.

In Fig. 5a we show the Rx dependence on xshift =

x1 = ... = xm for two rings surrounding RW2 at the

center (n = 6, m = 2) at two main frequencies: ω = 0.1

and ω = 0.05. We see that the position of AB1 at the

first ring is increasing as the evolution shift becomes
larger, in contrast to AB1’s x-coordinate on the outer
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a)
b) c)

Fig. 2: Triple-elliptic rogue wave clusters (m = 3) on the uniform background (Xj4 = 106). The rogue wave of
order n � 2m is formed at the origin (0, 0) of the (x, t) plane. The orders of Darboux transformation and the

Akhmediev breather representing the high intensity central peak are: (a) n = 8 with the second-order rogue wave,

(b) n = 9 with the third-order rogue wave, and (c) n = 10 with the fourth-order rogue wave.

a) b)

Fig. 3: Rogue wave clusters on the uniform background having four ellipses (m = 4) around n � 2m order rogue
wave, formed at the origin (0, 0) of the (x, t) plane. Shifts are obtained for Xj4 = 106. The orders of Darboux

transformation and the Akhmediev breather representing the high intensity central peak are: (a) n = 10 with the

second-order rogue wave, and (b) n = 11 with the third-order rogue wave.

ring, which first increases but then saturates and finally
starts to decline slowly. Therefore, we differ the two

regions in the (x, t) plane: the first one (I) is roughly

estimated as the half-plane before the interception of
Rx1 and Rx2 curves. In this region the cluster has a

regular ”concentric ellipses” - like shape. For ω = 0.1,

the region I is determined by xshift < 11.7. When ω =

0.05, the region I is given by xshift < 23. The example of
a RW cluster in the second region (II) is shown in Fig.
5b. It is clearly seen that the two rings are deformed

and thus no longer elliptical in shape. In Figs. 5c and

5d the Rx1 and Rx2 dependence is shown for the case
of RW2 ad RW3 at the center, respectively, only in the

region I where the radial symmetry is preserved.

In Fig. 6a we plot the graph of Rx as a function of
xshift in the case of three rings around a RW2 cluster

(n = 8 and m = 3). We see that the vertical semi-axis

of the first and third ellipses is an increasing function

of the evolution shift, in contrast to Rx2. In Fig. 6b

the RW2 with four rings is analyzed (n = 10 and m =

4). Graphs in both figures are computed in region I.

Our conclusion is that x position of AB1 (with t =
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Fig. 4: Quadruple-elliptic rogue wave cluster, obtained for n = 10 and m = 4, with numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 indicating

the single order Akhmediev breathers located at t = 0 on each ellipse. The distance along x-axis between the RW
center at (0, 0) and the maximum of the breather labeled with i corresponds to the vertical semi-axis Rxi of the

i-th ellipse.

0) on odd labeled ellipses (1, 3) grows constantly with

increasing shift, while Rx of even indexed rings (2, 4)

first increases, then saturates and finally slowly declines

until the symmetry is broken.

5 Multi-elliptic rogue wave clusters on Jacobi

elliptic dnoidal background

In this section we show that multi-elliptic RW clusters

can be obtained on a periodic background defined by

Jacobi elliptic dnoidal function dn by using the modi-

fied DT scheme for the NLSE [29]. The seed function
used here is ψdn(x, t) = dn(t, g)ei(1�g2/2)x, where g is

the elliptic modulus and mdn = g2 is the elliptic modu-

lus squared. The choice of eigenvalues and shifts is the
same as described in previous sections, but the proce-
dure for calculating ψ(x, t) of order n is different. As
explained in [29], the exact analytical values of wave

function can be obtained only when t = 0. In order
to compute ψ(x, t 6= 0) over the entire (x, t) grid, the

numerical integration is required. In this work, we use

the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm. We manage

to obtain a two ring cluster around RW2 (n = 6 and

m = 2) on an elliptic background (mdn = 0.42) using

this numerical procedure. The result is shown in Fig.

7a. We also present the 2-elliptic cluster around RW3

(n = 7, m = 2, mdn = 0.42) in Fig. 7b. By a careful

look at both 3D plots, one can observe the low ampli-

tude background waves on which the AB1 structures

and high-intensity AB2/AB3 peaks are generated.

6 Multi-elliptic rogue wave clusters for

extended NLSE family

Here we generalize our results to extended family of

nonlinear Schrödinger equations [14,15]. It is impor-
tant to note that the DT technique retains the same
recursive relations for the Lax pair and higher-order ψ

function as before. We therefore can generate solitons
and breathers of any order using the sets of eigenvalues
and transverse/evolution shifts as explained above. The

intensity distribution of such solutions will differ from

the simple cubic NLSE, due to free parameters in the
extended families and a bunch of additional dispersion
and nonlinear terms, but the procedure for their ana-

lytical buildup remains the same. In other words, one

can utilize the same algorithm and take identical sets

of shifts to compute multi-elliptic RW clusters for any

equation from the extended NLSE hierarchy.

Here we show our results for the Hirota equation

i
∂ψ

∂x
+
1

2

∂2ψ

∂t2
+|ψ|

2
ψ�iα

✓

∂3ψ

∂t3
+ 6|ψ|

2 ∂ψ

∂t

◆

= 0, (6.1)
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a)

b)

c) d)

Fig. 5: The dependencies of the vertical semi-axes Rx1 and Rx2 on the absolute shift xshift of the first two
components in the Darboux transformation scheme for two ellipses in the RW cluster (m = 2). (a) The graphs

of Rx1 and Rx2 as functions of xshift for n = 6 and two main frequencies: ω = 0.1 and ω = 0.05. The region in
which two ellipses in a cluster are deformed roughly begins at xshift coordinate where Rx2 saturates and decrease

to Rx1 value (here, xshift ⇡ 11.7 for ω = 0.1, and xshift ⇡ 23 for ω = 0.05). (b) The deformed double elliptic

cluster obtained for n = 6 and xshift = 13.5. (c) The Rx1 and Rx2 as functions of xshift for n = 8 in the region

of undeformed elliptic cluster. (d) The Rx1 and Rx2 as functions of xshift for n = 9 in the region of undeformed

elliptic cluster.

where α is the arbitrary real parameter. The only dif-

ference in the DT scheme between the cubic NLSE and

Hirota’s equation is analytical expressions for the Lax

pair functions r and s, but all recursive relations remain
the same, as stated above. The Hirota DT scheme is

presented in detail in [19]. Here we generate the multi-

elliptic RW cluster on a uniform background with ψ0 =

eix as the seed. Our main goal is to investigate the

cluster appearance when Hirota operator (the term in

Eq. 6.1 multiplied by α) sets in. For this purpose, we

take α = ±0.07 and build two clusters having RW2 at

the (x, t) center, surrounded by two rings (n = 6 and

m = 2). When α is negative, the entire cluster is tilted
towards the positive direction of t-axis. In addition, the

radial symmetry of the central RW2 is broken, since

the local maxima in the vicinity of RW2 are more pro-

nounced in the tilted direction.
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a) b)

Fig. 6: The dependencies of the vertical semi-axes Rxi on the absolute shift xshift of the first m components in the

Darboux transformation scheme of order n for (a) three ellipses in the RW cluster (n = 8 and m = 3), and (b)

four ellipses in the RW cluster (n = 10 and m = 4).

a)

b)

Fig. 7: Rogue wave clusters on the Jacobi elliptic dnoidal background having two ellipses (m = 2) around n� 2m

order rogue wave formed at the origin (0, 0) of the (x, t) plane. The shifts are computed for Xj4 = 106. The elliptic
modulus squared is mdn = 0.42. The orders of Darboux transformation and Akhmediev breather representing the

high intensity central peak are: (a) n = 6 with the second-order rogue wave, and (b) n = 7 with the third-order

rogue wave.

The intensity distribution for α = �0.07 is shown in
Fig. 8a. If one changes the sign of α then the skew angle

will just change the sign. Thus, the vertical axis of both

ellipses is tilted by the same amount to the negative t

direction. The results for α = 0.07 are shown in Fig. 8b.

The measured skew angle for α = ±0.07 is θ ⇡ ±18.6�.
In addition, both ellipses are stretched for nonzero α,

since the distances between AB1s on inner and outer

rings (marked in Fig. 4 with 1 and 2) and the central

RW2 are bigger than in the NLSE case. For the cubic

NLSE (α = 0: Fig. 1a) the semi-axis lengths are Rx1 =

10.1 and Rx2 = 22. In the Hirota case, shown in Fig.

8, the semi-axes lengths are R1 = 10.76 and R2 = 23.7.

Here we claim that the larger the α, the bigger the skew

angle and the amount of cluster stretching (results not

shown).

The analysis can further be applied on even higher-

order equations of the extended NLSE hierarchy using
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a) b)

Fig. 8: Double-elliptic rogue wave clusters (m = 2) around the second-order RW peak (n = 6) at (0, 0) on the

uniform background for Hirota equation. The shifts are calculated for Xj4 = 106. The free parameter is: (a)
α = �0.07 and (b) α = 0.07.

the same procedure—with similar results. The subject
of ongoing research is the influence of higher-order dis-

persions, additional nonlinearities and real parameters
on the overall shape of multi-elliptic RW clusters for
this highly nonlinear systems.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the multi-elliptic rogue

wave clusters of nonlinear Schrödinger equation on uni-

form and nonuniform (Jacobi elliptic dnoidal) back-

grounds. We showed that the Darboux transformation

scheme of an arbitrary order n (up to n = 11) with m

equal and nonzero evolution shifts, can produce Akhme-

diev breathers of n � 2m order positioned at the ori-

gin of the (x, t) plane. We showed that this high inten-

sity narrow peak, a central rogue wave, is encircled by

m concentric elliptical rings of first-order Akhmediev

breathers. The number of AB1s on each ring depends

on the ring index and the solution order.

In order to better understand the cluster geome-
try, we numerically investigated the length of semi-axes

of all rings around the central RW. We provided the

graphs where distances from RW at (0, 0) to AB1 on

the vertical t = 0 line at each ellipse were plotted as

functions of the absolute evolution shift. Our results

suggest that the radial symmetry is destroyed for large

evolution shifts.

We next used the modified Darboux transformation
scheme to numerically build RW clusters on a peri-

odic background. Although the intensity of higher-order

Akhmediev breathers at the center significantly surpass

the amplitude of elliptic waves, we were able to observe

the weak background oscillations on which the cluster

was constructed.

We concluded our analysis by applying the Dar-
boux transformation scheme on Hirota equation. We

showed that the Hirota operator introduces the titling

and stretching of the entire cluster in a direction deter-

mined by the sign of the single real Hirota parameter.
We believe that further research of multi-rogue wave

clusters on the cubic NLSEs is warranted in the future,

owing to many degrees of freedom offered by the Dar-

boux transformation scheme (the choice of eigenvalues

and the spatial and temporal shifts). The research pos-

sibilities grow even more if one considers the cluster

solutions for the infinite hierarchy of extended nonlin-

ear Schrödinger equations.
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